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摘要
醫療網站包含醫療術語、病症、療程以及許多種類的醫療知識。對於一般大
眾來說，若醫療網站的內容以純文字呈現將導致難以閱讀及理解。本研究探討在
網路醫療知識中對一般大眾合適之呈現方法，以及，不同的呈現方法將如何影響
閱讀習慣。本研究整合了相關醫療知識呈現之研究結果，設計出醫療知識呈現之
設計準則，並且運用知識本體論之分類方法當作醫療網站之架構，以建立適合一
般大眾之醫療知識網站。為了驗證本研究之設計，過程中招募三十二名人員，並
且透過問卷、紙筆測驗、訪談以及眼動儀收集資料。透過了解參與者在不同呈現
方法之眼動行為、測驗之進步幅度以及問卷內容，將能夠讓我們了解一般大眾在
不同呈現方法下之閱讀行為、學習能力以及使用性。

關鍵詞: 視覺化、醫療知識呈現、醫療網站、設計準則、知識本體論
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ABSTRACT
Text-based medical website which includes medical terms, diseases, treatments, and
many types of medical knowledge leads to hard reading and low comprehension for
general public. This study investigates the appropriate representations of online medical
knowledge for general public and the different representations effect on human reading
behavior. We integrated several researches’ results on the representations of medical
knowledge as the design guideline and utilized an ontology-based classification as the
website architecture to investigate how to present medical knowledge to general public.
To verify our design, thirty-two participants were recruited for this study, and multiple
methods were employed to collect data, including questionnaires, pencil and paper tests,
interview, and eye tracking analysis. Eliciting participants’ viewing behaviors and test
recall rate benefit us understanding the reading behavior, learnability and usability of
various users on different kinds of medical websites.

Keywords: Visualization, Medical knowledge representation, Medical websites,
Design guideline, Ontology
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In the tradition of acquiring medical knowledge, disease information or disease
treatment, general public always go to clinic or hospital asking for help, which is
inefficient and money consuming. With the development of internet, people with related
experience and knowledge of a specific disease can easily share medical knowledge
through the internet. As a result, general public is becoming able to acquire medical
knowledge from the internet (Fleming, 2003), which is opposite to tradition that general
public could only find medical knowledge from hospital visiting or consulting
professionals such as nurses, doctors or specialists. Moreover, general public can search
medical knowledge actively, ask question unembarrassedly or share self-status on the
internet rather than absorbs the messages from doctor unilaterally and passively
(McMullan, 2006).
Although online medical knowledge is rich for different needs, the resource provided
by various people with different background and experience sometimes might give an
inaccurate direction for the related treatment, or medicine usage. Fleming (2003)
proposed that if there are much more medical personnel help us examine and provide
online medical knowledge, it will enhance the quality of online medical knowledge.
While more professional personnel are willing to join online communities and provide
1

their professional skills to make sure the quality of online medical knowledge, more
and more technical information is presented to general public who are unfamiliar with
medical literature and the difficulty with medical terms and the required reading skill
level causes a comprehensive problem to general public (Fleming, 2003a).
In the delivery of medical knowledge, the biggest problem is medical knowledge
expression (Rector, 1999). Medical knowledge including many professional terms,
diseases, treatments and status, results in difficulties for reading and comprehending
especially for general public. Hence, this study aims to create a comprehensible
presentation for online medical knowledge so as to improve the delivery of medical
knowledge.
Nowadays, most of the online medical knowledge is uncategorized text-based
representation (Figure 1, Figure 2). This kind of knowledge representation is difficult
to read and comprehend for people who are not professional in a specific domain
(Pexman et al. 2005; Liu 2004). It also causes information overload for most of people
with high cognitive load (DeStefano & LeFevre, 2007). Cognitive load refers to the
capacity of information, which is carried by working memory in learning that has
limited capacity and limited duration (Sweller, 1988). In addition, uncategorized
knowledge leads to difficulty in realizing knowledge structure, and also in searching
information needed (Wang, Reddy, Reddy, & Das, 2011).
2

Figure 1 (許世賓婦產科網站)

Figure 2(Wikipedia)

For these reasons, this study aims to improve online medical knowledge cognition to
general public with graphic-based representation and ontology-based architectures.
Graphic-based representation, also called visualization, refers to describing something
with graphics (Gilbert 2005; Gilbert, Reiner and Nakhleh 2008). Anon (2013) proposed
that medical knowledge visualization can improve communication between doctor and
patient which can make medical treatment more efficient. Jose (2016) proposed medical
knowledge visualization can turn the complexity medical knowledge into simple
comprehensible graphic. Ontology-based architectures refer to taking ontology
classification framework as our website’s architecture. Kiwelekar and Joshi (2014)
proposed ontology-based architecture can well-integrated the relations between classes
3

and formalize the complexity knowledge. Zhou et al. (2007) proposed ontology-based
architecture can enhance information expression and uniform knowledge model.
Therefore, this study aims to provide a comprehensible medical website which
integrates graphic-based representation and ontology-based architecture so as to
improve the comprehension of s online medical knowledge and ensure the website’s
architecture is well-constructed, and the medical knowledge is well-categorized.
1.2.

GRAPHIC-BASED REPRESENTATION

This study firstly collects several researches’ results of graphic-based representation to
build our own design guideline (Rajwan and Kim 2010;

Houts et al. 2006; Huron et

al. 2014; Ma 2016). Rajwan and Kim (2010) proposed medical information
visualization conceptual model that medical knowledge should be classify into five
types: explanation, directions, alerts & reminders, alternatives, and status & progress,
and each type has its corresponding representation. For example, explanation medical
knowledge is a description explaining a circumstance, or describing an object, and it
can be represented by narrative text, annotated diagrams or multimedia. Houts et al.
(2006) proposed that graphic pathography is more comprehensive than matchstick men,
photograph and sketch, which is well-performed in the communication between doctors
and patients. Huron et al. (2014) suggested that constructive visualization is wellperformed at representing numerical data. Ma (2016) developed ten design features
4

based on five aspects (highlights, details, cause-and-effect, identification and
measurement) to create comprehensive graphics.
Besides, graphic-based representation properly combined graphics with text can
decrease cognitive load in reading (Mayer, 2010). To decrease cognitive load in
learning, Mayer (2010) proposed seven design guidelines: multimedia principle, spatial
contiguity principle, temporal contiguity principle, coherence principle, modality
principle, redundancy principle and individual differences principle.
These representations have their own specific features which can achieve different
perfect results. Nevertheless, online medical knowledge is a complex and integrated
knowledge which includes numerical data, descriptive data, professional terms, alert
data, and etc. There is no research focused on creating a comprehensive and integrated
representation for online medical knowledge. Therefore, this study aims to integrate the
representations which mentioned above to create a new design guideline for online
medical representation.
1.3.

ONTOLOGY-BASED ARCHITECTURE

Uncategorized contents of traditional online website are complex, ill-structured, and
plastic (Ramaprasad & Papagari, 2009). Chandrasekaran, Josephson, and Benjamins
(1999) proposed without ontologies, or the conceptualizations that underlie knowledge,
there cannot be a vocabulary for representing knowledge. To solve the issue, this study
5

aims to build a website based on an ontology architecture to make sure the medical
knowledge is well-constructed and well-categorized. Ontology has been shown one of
representative methods of knowledge classification (Chandrasekaran et al., 1999).
Chandrasekaran, Josephson, and Benjamins (1999) proposed that ontology is composed
of classes, individuals and properties in specific domain. Ontology is a good knowledge
classification which is described and organized by abstract phrases and elements
aggregated by experts in a specific domain. Ontology-based classification can build a
perfect relationship between each knowledge. As a result, we can easily describe the
relationship and derive the whole concept of the knowledge (Uschold & Gruninger,
1996). In this study, we use this method as our website architecture to ensure that the
medical knowledge is well-classified and well-organized. Hence, the medical websites
are more easily to navigate and learn based on the ontology-based architecture.
However, we take ontology as a support of our website’s architecture; this study will
not further investigating ontology in depth instead of concentrating on the development
of the guideline of graphic-based representation for the medical knowledge.
1.4.

GOALS

Traditionally, medical knowledge includes many complicated medical terms and
technical information required reading skill level. In addition, it is usually text-based
representation and ill-structured, which might lead to hard reading or comprehension.
6

For making the medical knowledge easier to read and comprehend, the study aims to
reach the following goals.
1.

Provide a design guideline for graphic-based representation.


We first categorize medical knowledge into five medical knowledge
types based on Rajwan and Kim’s work (2010), and then analyze the
descriptions in the each classified medical knowledge so as to provide
an appropriate representation for different descriptions based on the
literature (Houts et al. 2006; Huron et al. 2014; Ma 2016; Mayer 2010)).
Next, we combine graphics and modified textual descriptions based on
cognitive design principle (Mayer et al., 2001), and then re-examine
both of its medical knowledge type and description type to complete the
whole representation.



We adopt several methods including a paper pencil test, an eye tracking
and questionnaires to evaluate our design guideline.

2.

Applying the design guideline in a practical “Down Syndrome” medical
website.
To reach this goal, we build up an ontology-based website where the
knowledge is well-integrated and well-classified, and then combine with

7

our graphic-based representation. At last, we use a questionnaire to
evaluate the usability of our website.
1.5.

RESEARCH QUESTION

We made four research questions to check whether we achieve the research goals in this
study. The four research questions (RQ) focus on investigating four factors which are
learning effect, reading effectiveness, positive user perception and usability as
followings.
RQ 1: Is graphic-based representation better than text-based representation for
presenting online medical knowledge in terms of learning effect?
RQ 2: Is graphic-based representation better than text-based representation for
online medical knowledge in terms of reading effectiveness?
RQ 3: Do people have more positive user perception on graphic-based
representation than text-based representation in online medical knowledge?
RQ 4: Does the proposed website which is combined with graphic-based
representation and ontology-based architecture have better usability than the
general website with text-based representation?

8

2. RELATED WORK
2.1. COGNITIVE LOAD
Cognitive load refers to the capacity of information, which is carried by working
memory in learning that has limited capacity and limited duration (Sweller, 1988). If
the interaction between internal components in unprocessed messages is high, it will
consume the processing capacity of short-term memory a lot which lead to high
difficulty on learning with high cognitive load (Baddeley, 2002). Sweller, van
Merrienboer, & Paas (1998) proposed cognitive load can be mainly divided into three
types: Intrinsic Cognitive Load, Extraneous Cognitive Load and Germane Cognitive
Load.
1.

Intrinsic Cognitive Load is influenced by the learning material content and
learner education level. If the complexity and difficulty of learning material
content is high, cognitive load is high. If learners don’t have related
experiences or prior knowledge to learning material, cognitive load is also
high.

2.

Extraneous Cognitive Load is influenced by the learning activity design.
Appropriate design is helpful for improving learning efficiency and
decreasing cognitive load, but inappropriate design is not.

3.

Germane Cognitive Load: Adding more attractive contents into learning
9

design can decrease extraneous cognitive load. The cognitive load which is
produced by these external contents can be considered as germane cognitive
load.
To investigate the combination of graphics and texts with cognitive load, and the
knowledge presentation with learning efficiency in limited time, our study also refer to
the design principles provided by Mayer (2001) as the following details.
1.

Multimedia Principle: Present words and graphics rather than words alone has
better learning effect.

2.

Spatial Contiguity Principle: Place printed words near corresponding part of
graphics has better learning effect.

3.

Temporal Contiguity Principle: Present spoken words at same time as
corresponding graphics has better learning effect.

4.

Coherence Principle: Delete extraneous material has better learning effect.

5.

Modality Principle: Use spoken words rather than printed words has better
learning effect.

6.

Redundancy Principle: Don’t add onscreen captions to narrated graphics has
better learning effect.

7.

Individual Differences Principle: Provide appropriate content for learners
which depends on their education level. More graphics content is appropriate
10

for low education level learners. Besides, few graphics content is appropriate
for high education level learners or knowledgeable person in specific domain.

2.2. MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
As mentioned above, it can decrease cognitive load if graphics and texts are wellcombined. Although medical knowledge is so complex, we want to know if the
combination of graphics and texts in learning medical knowledge is as effective as in
learning general knowledge.

2.2.1. MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE CLASSIFICATION

Rajwan and Kim ( 2010) classified medical knowledge into five types: explanation,
directions, alerts & reminders, alternatives, and status & progress. In their research,
explanation medical knowledge refers to the descriptions which focus on explaining a
circumstance, or describing an object; it can be represented by narrative text, annotated
diagrams or multimedia. Directions medical knowledge refers to the descriptions which
focus on describing a process; it can be represented by checklists, sequential decision
tree or roadmap. Alerts & Reminders medical knowledge refers to the descriptions
which focus on expressing importance or danger; it can be represented by icon &
symbols, color coding or lists. Alternatives medical knowledge refers to the
descriptions which focus on describing choices or comparison; it can be represented by
comparative graph or catalog. Status & Progress medical knowledge refers to the
11

descriptions which focus on describing health status; it can be represented by temporal
graph, checklist, calendar or pedigree chart.
Nevertheless, there is not mentioned about the effectiveness of graphics and texts
combination in medical knowledge in their research (Rajwan & Kim, 2010). Ma (2014)
proposed due to the difficulty and complexity of medical knowledge, the combination
of graphics and texts is comprehensive to readers in general knowledge rather than in
medical knowledge. The graphics and text descriptions in medical domain are too
professional and complex for non-knowledge-based people to understand (Xiaojuan
Ma, 2014). Hence, it is necessary to find a professional person to help construct the
medical knowledge learning material. Otherwise, it has an opposite effect, such as
misunderstanding or high cognitive load (Hibbing & Rankin-erickson, 2003).
2.2.2. GRAPHIC PATHOGRAPHY
The combination of complex text description and professional graphics is too difficult
for people to understand (Xiaojuan Ma, 2014). The following are much more researches
which focus on solving the problems. In Houts et al. (2006), they proposed the graphics
which are designed in the style of comics is better than photos, matchstick man or
sketch in the presentation of medical knowledge. Besides, they had a test which include
four indexes on comics representation: Attention, Comprehension, Recall rate and the
level of compliance. The result showed that the comics representation has a better
12

performed than any other representation on these four indexes above. The graphics
which are designed in the style of comics are called Graphic pathography. Graphic
pathography is a graphic storytelling which is constructed by many sub sections. These
sub sections which are well-combined of graphics and texts are used in the description
of disease(Green & Myers, 2010). Houts et al. (2006) proposed that Graphic
pathography improves the recognition of disease for patients who are nursing. The
reasons are as follows. First, graphics are more intuitive than texts or verbal. Second,
patients can properly realize the treatment of disease. Third, it is helpful for doctor to
describe and predict medical diagnosis to patients who are choosing the treatments.

2.2.3. CONSTRUCTIVE VISUALIZATION

In medical knowledge, there is amount of numerical data which sometimes refers to the
volume of diseases and patients, the incidence of disease, or the value at risk, etc. In
this case, it is hard to realize the meaning of numerical data, the relation between two
numerical data in the same disease, or the risk of disease with only text description.
Constructive visualization is a graphical representation which primarily used graphics
with some text descriptions (Huron et al., 2014). Constructive visualization refers to
defining the meaning and grammar of an element, then combining all elements into a
visual graphic. Constructive visualization is easier to learn and cleaner to express
numerical data and status than text description or general visual graphic like figure 3.
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Figure 3. Constructive visualization (Huron, Carpendale, Thudt, & Tang, 2014)

C1: Token Unit mapping: we call single unit as Token. The representation of Token can
be any shape, volume, color, range, text or interface.
C2: Token Grammar: In this stage, we need to define the meaning of different form.
C3: Environment: In this stage, we need to define the space it exists, it may be 1D, 2D
or 3D.
C4: Assembly model: In this stage, we need to define the principle of constructing
graphics. Then, we are able to create a complete visual graphic.

2.2.4. OTHERS DESIGN FEATURES

Ma (2016) proposed ten design features which were related to the five aspects
(highlights, details, cause-and-effect and identification and measurement) for visual
vocabulary of electronic medical information to improve health literacy. The main
features include:
1.

Color: The color scheme of the main content is generally desaturated. Bright
colors are used for highlighting.

2.

Line: Solid lines are mostly used as auxiliary lines or call-out lines.
14

3.

Symbols: Arrows indicate direction, scope or cursors.

4.

Text and numbers: Text is used for specific names or detail on warnings,
sequences or actions.

5.

Multiple frames: Multiple images may be combined to show steps in
sequences and movements, different situations or outcomes, and cause and
effect relationships.

6.

Views and Perspective: An exploded view is mainly used to show
composition and connection.

7.

Change of scale: Zoomed views like fish eyes and magnifying glasses are
often used to call-out details of cause and effect, composition, action,
location/ orientation and connection.

8.

Style: Cartoon style is the most frequently seen style, because it is simple and
casual.

9.

Presence of People: Parts of the body are shown that are related to relevant
situations and actions.

10. Character: Most characters are generic.

2.3. EYE TRACKER
Eye tracker is a delicate instrument which enables users to collect eye movement data
from subjects. The following summarizes some papers about the data what eye tracker
15

can collect was created by Poole & Ball in table 1(Poole & Ball, 2005).
Table 1. Eye tracking analysis (Poole & Ball, 2005)

Eye-Movement

What it Measures

Reference

Metric
Number of

More overall fixations indicate less efficient (Goldberg &

fixations overall

search (perhaps due to sub-optimal layout of the Kotval, 1999)
interface).

Fixations per

More fixations on a particular area indicate that (Poole, Ball,

area of interest

it is more noticeable, or more important, to the & Phillips,
viewer than other areas.

2005)

Fixations per

If areas of interest are comprised of text only, (Poole et al.,

area of interest

the mean number of fixations per area of interest 2005)

and adjusted for

should be divided by the mean number of words

text length

in the text. This is necessary to separate out: (i)
a higher fixation count simply because there are
more words to read, from (ii) a higher fixation
count because an item is actually harder to
recognize.

Fixation

A longer fixation duration indicates difficulty in (Just, M. A., &

duration

extracting information, or it means that the Carpenter,
object is more engaging in some way.

Gaze

1976)

Gaze is usually the sum of all fixation durations (Mellowithin a prescribed area. It is best used to Thoms,
compare attention distributed between targets. Nodine, &
It can also be used as a measure of anticipation Kundel,
16

in situation awareness if longer gazes fall on an 2002);
area of interest before a possible event Hualand(2003)
occurring.
Fixation spatial

Fixations concentrated in a small area indicate (Cowen, Ball,

density

focused and efficient searching. Evenly spread & Delin,
fixations reflect widespread and inefficient 2002)
search.

Repeat fixations

Higher numbers of fixations off-target after the (Goldberg &

(also called

target has been fixated indicate that it lacks Kotval, 1999)

“post- target

meaningfulness or visibility.

fixations”)
Time to first

Faster times to first-fixation on an object or area (Byrne,

fixation on-

mean that it has better attention-getting Anderson,

target

properties.

Douglass, &
Matessa,
1999)

Percentage of

If a low proportion of participants is fixating an Albert (2002)

participants

area that is important to the task, it may need to

fixating an area

be highlighted or moved.

of interest
On-target (all

Fixations on-target divided by total number of (Goldberg &

target fixations)

fixations. A lower ratio indicates lower search Kotval, 1999)

Fixations

efficiency.

In this study, we focus on the fixations per area of interest overall and fixation duration.
Fixations per area of interest. We could obtain participants’ span of apprehension by
17

counting fixations per area of interest and fixation duration. There is higher fixation
count and longer fixation duration if the representation of knowledge is
incomprehensible.

3.

METHODOLOGY

This study built two different medical websites, one of them is traditional text-based
medical website, another is graphic-based medical website. Both websites include the
same learning contents so as to make a comparison between textual representation and
graphic representation at the same benchmark. Learning contents are referenced in
Maternal health knowledge, “Down Syndrome” which includes several types of
medical knowledge, moderate difficulty and moderate complexity to ensure that the
data is sufficient to analyze. This study analyzes test recall rate, the viewing behavior
and usability questionnaires on text-based traditional website and graphic-based
website in order to determine the pros and cons of two websites.

3.1. SUBJECTS
Thirty-two participants with normal vision took part in the experiment for monetary
compensation. To ensure the participants have same concentration and same extent of
maternal health knowledge, all of them were female and the mean age was 21.5 years
(SD= 1.191). Participants are from six different departments: six of them are in
computer science related major, five of them are in social science related major, six of
18

them are in management related major, four of them are in literature and art related
major, six of them are in biological related major, five of them are in science and
technology related major. Pre-test questionnaires reported that ten subjects usually
search medical knowledge on the internet, other twenty-two subjects don’t. Rating the
extent of knowledge of Down syndrome with Likert scale (1 very low at all - 5 very
high), four subjects gave a rating of 1, twelve gave a rating of 2, six gave a rating of 3,
eight gave a rating of 4 and two gave a rating of 5.

3.2. APPARATUS
A Tobii X2-60 eye tracker was used to display the stimulus at the resolution of
1440X900 pixels and to record participants’ eye movements. This eye tracker is a
revolutionary small and versatile 60 Hz eye tracking research system. The participants
viewed the experimental system at a distance of about 50 cm. The experiment was
conducted in a private laboratory with a constant ambient light. The following
definitions related are necessary to follow the analysis and to understand the results
presented in the upcoming subsections.
1.

AOI stands for Area of Interest, and it corresponds to well-defined regions
in the interface where the user looked at while performing the task.

2.

Fixation is a moment where the eye is motionless(Ehmke, Web, Problems,
Ehmke, & Wilson, 2007) and encoding info(Poole & Ball, 2005).
19

3.3. MATERIALS
3.3.1. DESIGN GUIDELINE
In this study, we integrate the design features from other researches to provide an
appropriate design guideline (table 2) for online medical knowledge including “five
types of medical knowledge visualization (Rajwan & Kim, 2010)”, “design principle in
the combination of graphics and texts (Mayer et al., 2001)”, “Graphic Pathography
(Houts et al., 2006)”, “Constructive visualization (Huron et al., 2014)” and “design
features (Ma, 2016)”.
Table 2. Design guideline

Step 1. : Categorization of medical knowledge
Explanation

Direction

Alert

Alternatives

Annotated

Sequential

Emergency/Alert

Catalog

diagram

graphic/Sequential

status

decision tree
Step 2. : Categorization of phrases in the each classified medical knowledge
Design elements of each type of phrases
Medical

Direction

terms
Text
description

Arrow

Numerical

Alert & call-out

data

details

Constructive

Exclamation

visualization

mark/Color

Normal object

Comics

coding/Font
size/Change of scale
Step 3. : Re-examine and combine graphics and modified description text
20



Step 1- Medical Knowledge Classification

According to Rajwan and Kim’s (2010), we extracted parts of online medical
knowledge and classify it as one type of explanation, directions, alert & reminders,
alternatives or status & progress (Table 3). Since down syndrome didn’t include the
knowledge type of status & progress in our dataset, we will skip the type of status &
progress of this study.


Step 2 – Phrase Description Categorization

Analyze the phrases in the each classified medical knowledge, and then categorize it
base on its phrase types. The main classes of phrases are medical terms, direction,
numerical data, alert & call-out details and normal objects. All of the design elements
are references in design features (Ma, 2016), constructive visualization (Huron et al.,
2014) and graphic pathography (Houts et al., 2006) in table 4.


Step 3 – Representation Confirmation

After categorizing its medical knowledge types and description types, we could roughly
define the representations of whole medical knowledge. In the step 3, our purpose is to
complete the representation perfectly and ensure the graphics are well-integrated. If the
graphics we designed are misunderstanding and unclear, we have to re-examine its
medical knowledge type and description type. After confirming the graphic, we
combined graphics and modified description text which is based on design principle in
21

the combination of graphics and texts (Mayer et al., 2001). The procedure of this step
includes:


Completing the graphic.



Re-examining its medical knowledge type and description type.



Combining graphics and modified textual descriptions based on cognitive
design principle (Mayer et al., 2001).

22

Table 3. Medical Knowledge Classification

Medical

Definition

Representation The knowledge examples

knowledge

in this study

type
Explanation

The descriptions

annotated

Eighty percent of Down

which focus on

diagram

syndrome babies were born

explaining a

by under 34 years old

circumstance, or

women (Figure 4a).

describing an object.
Direction

The descriptions

sequential

Women who are under 34

which focus on

graphic or

years old and in second

describing a process.

sequential

trimester need to do blood

decision tree

test and amniocentesis
(Figure 4b).

Alerts &

The descriptions

emergency or

Women who are over 35

reminders

which focus on

dangerous

years old have high risk in

expressing

status with

bearing a Down syndrome

importance or

icon, symbol

baby (Figure 4c).

danger.

and color
coding.

Alternatives

The descriptions

catalog

The accuracy of

which focus on

amniocentesis is 99%; the

describing choices

accuracy of blood test is

or comparison.

70~86% (Figure 4d).
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Example of explanation

Example of direction

(a)

(b)

Example of alert

Example of alternatives

(c)

(d)

Figure 4(a)(b)(c)(d) Examples of four types of medical knowledge
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Table 4. Phrase Description Categorization

Phrase type

Definition

Representation

Example

Medical term

The phrases which

Text description

UE3, PAPP-A,

focus on describing

(Ma, 2016)

Inhibin A (Figure

medical

5a).

terminology.
Direction

The phrases which

Arrow Ma (2016)

focus on describing

“As baby grows”
(Figure 5b).

passing time,
sequence or
process.
Numerical data

The phrases which

Constructive

“eighty percent of

focus on describing

visualization

baby” (Figure 5c).

quantity or

(Huron et al.,

proportion.

2014)

Alert & call-out

The phrases which

Exclamation

“high percentage”,

detail

focus on

mark, color

“risk”, “included”

emphasizing

coding or

(Figure 5d).

important thing.

different font size
Ma (2016)

Normal objects

The phrases which

Comic

“pregnant woman”,

represent an object.

representation

“Down syndrome

(Houts et al.,

baby” (Figure 5e).

2006)
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Example of Medical term

Example of direction

(a)
(b)
Example of numerical data

Example of alert & call-out detail

(c)

(d)

Example of normal object

(e)
Figure 5(a)(b)(c)(d)(e) Examples of five types of phrases.
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3.3.2. LEARNING MATERIALS
In this study, we built two different websites as our learning materials. One of them is
text-based medical website which is referenced in traditional medical websites, another
is graphic-based medical website. The contents of both websites are the knowledge of
Down syndrome which is well-integrated from many professional medical websites
such as “許世賓婦產科”, ”柯滄銘婦產科”, “衛生福利部”, etc. We divided the
knowledge of Down syndrome into two parts. One of them was the introduction of
Down syndrome included Down syndrome causes, patients, cure, disease and etc.;
another was the screening of Down syndrome included many processes, medical terms,
and etc. In total, we have four learning materials as followings (Figure 6 - 9):

Figure 6. Text-based Down syndrome

Figure 7. Graphic-based Down syndrome

introduction website.

introduction website
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Figure 8. Text-based Down syndrome

Figure 9. Graphic-based Down syndrome

screening website

screening website

Both text-based Down syndrome introduction website and Graphic-based Down
syndrome introduction website had same learning content but different representation,
as well as Text-based Down syndrome screening website and graphic-based Down
syndrome screening website. Furthermore, the construction of graphic-based website
follows design guideline and ontology-based architecture. In the construction of
ontology-based website, first, we categorized those collected Down syndrome
knowledge with Down syndrome ontology (Figure 10) from (Shuhai, 2016).
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Down
syndrome
Introduction

Incidence

High risk

5W1H

Patient

Screening

Causes

Status

Methods

Content

Cure

Year

Evaluation
result

Disease

Week

Result

Health

Pregnancy

Suggest
Risk
evaluation
Accuracy

Figure 10. Down syndrome ontology (Shuhai, 2016).

Second, we took each class in ontology as a section which includes high homogeneity
contents in building website, and then we build the hyperlinks between each section
with the relationship between each class in ontology. Finally, we could claim that our
website architecture is based on ontology architecture. The followings are architecture
of graphic-based websites which are based on ontology (Figure 11, Figure 12):
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Trisomy

Down Syndrome
Causes

Translocation

Down Syndrome
Incidence

Mosaicism

High Risk Population

Physical Health

Down Syndrome
Patient

Cures

Down Syndrome
Introduction

Diseases
Figure 11.

Graphic-based Down syndrome introduction website architecture

The First Trimester
Combined Test

Down Syndrome
Screening

Content

The Second Trimester
Test

Pregnant Women Status

Amniocentesis

Methods
Figure 12. Graphic-based Down syndrome screening website architecture
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3.4. EVALUATION METHODS
3.4.1. PAPER PENCIL TEST
In paper pencil test, first, we design thirty questions for each knowledge of Down
syndrome introduction and Down syndrome screening based on their learning materials.
Each learning material includes two paper pencil test: pre-test had thirty questions, posttest had twenty questions chosen from pre-test questions; we had four types of medical
knowledge questions in the post-test included explanation, direction, alert and
alternatives in order to validate our design.
The followings are the number of questions of four types of medical knowledge in the
post-test of Down syndrome introduction and Down syndrome screening (Table 5):
Table 5. Number of post test questions

Post-test of

Type of medical knowledge

Number of questions

Down

Explanation

12

Syndrome

Direction

2

Introduction

Alert

2

Alternatives

4

Post-test of

Explanation

10

Down

Direction

4

Syndrome

Alert

2

Screening

Alternatives

4
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In the knowledge of Down syndrome, most of the knowledge is the type of explanation.
Therefore, there are twelve explanation questions in the posttest of Down syndrome
introduction; otherwise, there are ten explanation questions in the posttest of Down
syndrome screening.Furthermore, because of the same learning contents in text-based
website and graphic-based website, we totally had four kinds of paper pencil test: 30
pre-test questions of Down syndrome introduction, 20 post-test questions of Down
syndrome introduction, 30 pre-test questions of Down syndrome screening, 20 post-test
questions of Down syndrome screening.
Finally, we could calculate the progress that participants make on the same questions
between 30 pre-test questions and 20 post-test questions due to 20 post-test questions
was chosen from 30 pre-test questions. As a result, we could know which presentation
has higher learnability in the same medical knowledge.
3.4.2. EYE TRACKING
In this study, we focus on the fixations per area of interest overall and fixation duration.
We could obtain participants’ span of apprehension by counting fixations and fixation
duration per area of interest on different learning materials. There is higher fixation
count and longer fixation duration if the representation of knowledge is
incomprehensible(Poole and Ball 2005;Just, M. A., & Carpenter 1976). By the way,
Poole et al. (2005) proposed higher fixation count also mean the information is
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noticeable and important. But in the result of representation questionnaire, there is no
difference between text-based representation and graphic-based representation in
concentration question which means the level of attention and importance are the same.
Hence, we don’t regard fixation count as the level of attention and importance in our
study.
This study recorded participants’ eye movements with eye tracker during reading each
learning materials; if one of the learning materials had lower fixation counts and lower
fixation duration per area of interest, we could claim that it had better comprehensibility.
3.4.3. QUESTIONNAIRES
We prepared two questionnaires, one of them was subjective representation
questionnaire; the other was usability questionnaire validate usability of graphic &
ontology-based website and text-based website
In subjective representation questionnaire, we focused on exploring participants’
opinion on each representations to verify the result of paper pencil test included recall
and some subjective questions as appendix A. In usability questionnaire, our questions
were collected from (Aziz & Kamaludin, 2015) which integrated usability questions
from CSUQ,WAMMI, etc. Aziz and Kamaludin (2015) proposed that there were nine
constructs should be consider in website usability as followings: Efficiency,
Effectiveness,

Satisfaction,

Learnability,
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Accessibility,

Navigation,

Content,

Interface/design and Intention to use. In this study, we exclude learnability from nine
constructs because we can validate learnability with paper pencil testing. Finally, we
chose sixteen questions (two questions for each construct) which were more appropriate
for our condition as appendix B.

3.5. EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE
We designed four conditions in this study, and recruited eight participants for each
condition. Each condition includes background survey, four paper pencil tests, two
learning materials and two questionnaires (Figure 13). Each participant was asked to
read one text-based Down syndrome website and one graphic-based Down syndrome
website. We designed four learning materials and four paper pencil tests which are
denoted as learning material A, B, C, D and Paper pencil test A (30/20) and B (30/20).
The meaning of the notations is:


Learning material A: text-based Down syndrome introduction website



Learning material B: graphic-based Down syndrome screening website



Learning material C: text-based Down syndrome screening website



Learning material D: graphic-based Down syndrome introduction website



Paper pencil test A (30/20): 30/20 questions for Down syndrome introduction.



Paper pencil test B (30/20): 30/20 questions for Down syndrome screening.
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Figure 13. Experiment procedure

3.6. HYPOTHESES
According to our goals which provide a graphic-based representation and
comprehensible medical website, we integrated several researches’ design features as
our design features, and then employed them in graphic & ontology-based Down
syndrome website to build a comprehensible medical website for general public rather
than using incomprehensible text-based traditional medical website as before. To
examine whether we successfully reach the research goal in this study, there are some
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research questions to evaluate if our websites were well-designed in terms of the
learning effect, reading effectiveness, user perception and usability. The research
questions are:
RQ1: Is graphic-based representation better than text-based representation for
presenting online medical knowledge in terms of learning effect?
We evaluate the learning effect with recall rate. Recall rate can represent the
knowledge growth in learning (Tulving 1967; Rias and Zaman 2013).
H1-1: Graphic-based representation has better recall rate than text-based
representation in the types of explanation online medical knowledge.
H1-2: Graphic-based representation has better recall rate than text-based
representation in the types of alert online medical knowledge.
H1-3: Graphic-based representation has better recall rate than text-based
representation in the types of alternatives online medical knowledge.
H1-4: Graphic-based representation has better recall rate than text-based
representation in the types of direction online medical knowledge.
H1-5: Graphic-based representation has better recall rate than text-based
representation in online medical knowledge.
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RQ2: Is graphic-based representation better than text-based representation for online
medical knowledge in terms of reading effectiveness?
In this section, we evaluate the reading effectiveness with eye movement data and
representation questionnaire. Poole and Ball (2005) proposed that higher fixation count
refers to hard recognizing.

Just, M. A., & Carpenter (1976) proposed higher fixation

duration refers to information is hard to extract.
H2-1: Graphic-based representation is more comprehensible than text-based
representation.
RQ3: Do people have more positive user perception on graphic-based representation
than text-based representation in online medical knowledge?
H3-1: People think graphic-based representation is more comprehensible
than text-based representation.
H3-2: People think graphic-based representation is more learnable than textbased representation.
H3-3: People think graphic-based representation has higher concentration
than text-based representation.
H3-4: People think graphic-based representation is more attractive than textbased representation.
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RQ4: Does the proposed website which is combined with graphic-based representation
and ontology-based architecture have better usability than the general website with textbased representation?
H4-1: Users experiences the proposed website with higher efficiency than the
general one.
H4-2: Users experiences the proposed website with higher effectiveness than
the general one.
H4-3: Users experiences the proposed website with higher satisfaction than
the general one.
H4-4: Users experiences the proposed website with higher accessibility than
the general one.
H4-5: Users experiences the proposed website with higher navigation than
the general one.
H4-6: Users experiences the proposed website with higher satisfaction with
content than the general one.
H4-7: Users experiences the proposed website with higher satisfaction with
interface/design than the general one.
H4-8: Users experiences the proposed website with higher intension to reuse
than the general one.
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4. RESULTS
4.1. MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
4.1.1. PAPER PENCIL TEST ANALYSIS
Participants were asked to do four paper pencil tests in the experiment including:
1.

Down syndrome introduction pretest:
To test recall rate of Down syndrome introduction knowledge included thirty
questions as pretest.

2.

Down syndrome introduction posttest:
Posttest includes twenty questions chosen from the pretest (explanation:12
questions, direction:

3.

2 questions, alert:2 questions, alternatives:4 questions).

Down syndrome screening pretest:
To test recall rate of Down syndrome screening knowledge included thirty
questions as pretest,

4.

Down syndrome screening posttest:
Posttest includes twenty questions chosen from pretest (explanation:10 questions,
direction: 4 questions, alert:2 questions, alternatives:4 questions).

We then compared the progressed recall rate between graphic-based knowledge and
text-based representation in different knowledge as well as in different types of
knowledge.
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The formula of recall rate is shown below:
C: number of correct answer
N: number of samples
Recall rate:

𝐶1 +𝐶2 +⋯𝐶𝑁
20×𝑁

× 100%

Progressed recall rate: Posttest recall rate - Pretest recall rate
4.1.1.1. Down syndrome introduction
Table 6. Text-based representation recall rate

Explanation

Direction

Alert

Alternatives

Overall

Pretest recall rate

31%

13%

19%

55%

33%

Posttest recall rate

84%

78%

69%

77%

80%

Progressed recall rate

53%*

66%*

50%*

22%

47%*

Explanation

Direction

Alert

Alternatives

Overall

Pretest recall rate

33%

31%

13%

58%

36%

Posttest recall rate

73%

75%

75%

83%

75%

Progressed recall rate

40%*

44%*

63%*

25%

39%*

Table 7. Graphic-based representation recall rate

(*=significant at p < .05 and **=significant at p < .001)
The knowledge of Down syndrome introduction included Down syndrome causes,
patients, cure, disease and etc. For example, trisomy, verbal treatment and congenital
heart disease. In this task, the progressed recall rate (39%) of graphic-based
representation (table 7) was lower than one (47%) of text-based representation recall
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rate (table 6) in overall (p<.05). In the types of explanation and direction, graphic-based
representation progressed recall rate were both lower than text-based representation
recall rate. In opposite, in the type of alert, graphic-based representation progressed rate
was higher than text-based representation recall rate. we speculated that the text-based
representation for Down syndrome introduction was more comprehensible for
participants due to its knowledge with low difficulty and low complexity.
4.1.1.2. Down syndrome Screening
The knowledge of Down syndrome screening included many processes and medical
terms. For example, what kinds of screenings should pregnant women do which depend
on their age and pregnancy. There were three different screening processes in total, and
each screening in the processes had different description, accuracy and cost. The
knowledge in Down syndrome screening were more complex and difficult. In this task,
the progressed recall rate (51%) of graphic-based representation (table 9) was
substantially higher than the recall rate (33%) of text-based representation (table 8) in
overall. we speculated that graphic-based representation had well-categorized all
information in direction and alternatives medical knowledge so as to improve the
comprehension for participants. As a result, graphic-based representation was
appropriate for expressing complex medical description, process, comparative
information.
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Table8. Text-based representation recall rate

Explanation

Direction

Alert

Alternatives

Overall

Pretest recall rate

21%

23%

50%

39%

28%

Posttest recall rate

68%

30%

97%

55%

61%

Progressed recall

47%*

6%*

47%*

16%*

33%*

Explanation

Direction

Alert

Alternatives

Overall

Pretest recall rate

14%

31%

50%

38%

26%

Posttest recall rate

76%

66%

100%

78%

77%

Progressed recall

61%*

35%*

50%*

41%*

51%*

rate
Table 9. Graphic-based representation recall rate

rate
(*=significant at p < .05 and **=significant at p < .001)
4.1.2. EYE-TRACKING DATA ANALYSIS
We had two findings from the paper pencil test:


Text-based representation for Down syndrome introduction was more
comprehensible for participants due to its knowledge low difficulty and low
complexity.



Graphic-based representation was appropriate for expressing complex medical
description, process, comparative information.

In this section, we verified our findings by analyzing eye movement data which mainly
focused on the fixation count and fixation duration. Poole and Ball (2005) proposed
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that a higher fixation count simply because there are more words to read or item is
actually harder to recognize; Just, M. A., & Carpenter (1976) proposed that a longer
fixation duration indicates difficulty in extracting information. As a result, we could
verify our speculations with measuring the fixation count and fixation duration to
realize which representation was easy to recognize and easy to extract information in
different Down syndrome knowledge.
4.1.2.1. Overall analysis
In Down syndrome introduction (Table 10), graphic-based representation had higher
mean of fixation duration and fixation count than text-based representation which
meant graphic-based representation was harder to recognize and more difficult in
extracting information. Besides, in Down syndrome screening (Table 11), text-based
representation had higher mean of fixation duration and fixation count than graphicbased representation which meant text-based representation was harder to recognize
and more difficult in extracting information. The results indicate that we should take
the types of medical knowledge as consideration in order to provide an appropriate
representation; text-based representation was appropriate for expressing a simple
description and graphic-based representation was appropriate for expressing a complex
description, such as process, and comparative information especially in the medical
knowledge types of Direction and Alternatives.
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Table 10. Fixation of Down syndrome introduction

Text-based

Graphic-based

Fixation duration average

82.01s*

91.82s*

Fixation count average

455.62*

543.25*

Text-based

Graphic-based

Fixation duration average

87.82s*

70.02s*

Fixation count average

475.75*

406.25*

Table 11. Down syndrome screening

(*=significant at p < .05 and **=significant at p < .001)
4.1.3. REPRESENTAION QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS
At the representation questionnaire, we divided the questions into two parts:1) the
comprehension of four types of medical knowledge, and 2) opinions of two different
representations. Participants were asked to evaluate several Likert–type (1-5) questions.
Two-sample t-test was conducted to evaluate differences between two representations
in part two (Table 12).
Table 12 showed that graphic-based representation was better than text-based
representation no matter in comprehension, recall period length, learnability and
attraction. However, It’s was not significant in concentration. We speculated that the
many design features of graphic-based representation might lead to distraction.
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Table 12. Two-sample t-test of representation questionnaire

Questions (*=significant at p < .05 and
**=significant at p < .001)

Text-based

Graphic-based

representation

representation

（M）

（M）

2.81**

4.22**

2.66**

4.38**

2.75**

4.34**

3.56

3.87

2.06**

4.69**

1. How’s the recall period length on this
representation?
2. How’s the comprehension on this
representation?
3. How’s the learnability on this representation?
4. How’s the concentration on this
representation?
5. How’s the attraction on this representation?

4.2. USABILITY OF MEDICAL WEBSITES
4.2.1. USABILITY QUESTIONNAIRE ALANYSIS
At the usability questionnaire, participants were asked to evaluate several Likert–type
(1-5) questions. Two-sample t-test was conducted to evaluate usability between textbased website and graphic-based website. The questions were as followings (Table 13),
all of the questions were took place by their construct and serial number such as
Efficiency1, Efficiency2, and etc.
Usability questions in this study derived from (Aziz & Kamaludin, 2015) which well
integrated the usability questions from WAMMI, CSUQ, (Loiacono, Watson, &
Goodhue, 2007), and etc. The reliability and validity of the questions were validated so
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many times in those researches. As a result, we took these questions as our usability
questions directly without any modification. Table 14 showed that the graphic-based
website’s usability was better than text-based website’s usability in all constructs.
Table 13. Usability questionnaire (Aziz & Kamaludin, 2015)

Questions
Efficiency1

I am able to efficiently complete my work using this website.

Efficiency2

It is easy to find the information that I need.

Effectiveness1

I find it easy to get this Web site to do what I want it to do.

Effectiveness2

The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks
and scenarios.

Satisfaction1

I feel comfortable using this website.

Satisfaction2

This website has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to
have.

Accessibility1

The text on the website is easy to read.

Accessibility2

The website uses colors and structures easy on the eyes.

Navigation1

I can easily navigate this site.

Navigation2

The navigation and labels on this web site were clear.

Content1

The information provided at this site is sufficient.

Content2

The website adequately meets my information needs.

Interface/Design1 The layout of pages made tasks easier.
Interface/Design2 The interface of this web site is pleasant.
Intention to use1

I intend to use this website again.

Intention to use2

I will reuse this website again.
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Table 14. Two-sample t-test of usability questionnaire

Usability
Construct
Questions
Efficiency1
Efficiency2
Effectiveness1
Effectiveness2
Satisfaction1
Satisfaction2
Accessibility1
Accessibility2
Navigation1
Navigation2
Content1
Content2
Interface/Design1
Interface/Design2
Intention to use1
Intention to use2

Representation
Type

（N）

（M）

（SD）

Text-based

36

2.84

.99

Graphic-based

36

4.41

.71

Text-based

36

2.78

1.10

Graphic-based

36

4.28

.85

Text-based

36

3.13

1.13

Graphic-based

36

4.19

.93

Text-based

36

3.41

1.16

Graphic-based

36

4.28

.68

Text-based

36

2.84

1.05

Graphic-based

36

4.53

.62

Text-based

36

3.09

1.06

Graphic-based

36

4.34

.60

Text-based

36

2.72

1.25

Graphic-based

36

4.56

.62

Text-based

36

2.88

1.34

Graphic-based

36

4.66

.65

Text-based

36

3.38

1.21

Graphic-based

36

4.09

.82

Text-based

36

3.31

1.18

Graphic-based

36

4.50

.76

Text-based

36

3.53

1.11

Graphic-based

36

4.38

.71

Text-based

36

3.69

1.06

Graphic-based

36

4.44

.62

Text-based

36

3.00

1.19

Graphic-based

36

4.38

.71

Text-based

36

2.69

.86

Graphic-based

36

4.47

.67

Text-based

36

2.91

1.09

Graphic-based

36

4.50

.72

Text-based

36

2.94

.98

Graphic-based

36

4.34

.87

* p< .05; **p< .001
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t

-7.26
-6.10
-4.11
-3.68
-7.82
-5.81
-7.48
-6.77
-2.78
-4.79
-3.63
-3.46
-5.61
-9.24
-6.91
-6.08

p
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.001*
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.007*
.007*
.000**
.000**
.001*
.001*
.001*
.001*
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**
.000**

4.3.SUMMARY
RQ1: Is graphic-based representation better than text-based representation for
presenting online medical knowledge in terms of learning effect?
In Down syndrome introduction which included causes, patients, cure, disease and etc.,
graphic-based representation had lower progressed recall rate in overall (Figure 14),
especially in the types of explanation and direction. Most of the knowledge in Down
syndrome introduction were simple description, if we utilize many features to describe
a simple concept, it would lead to confusion.

Down syndrome introduction progressed recall rate
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Explanation

Direction

Alert

Text-based representation

Alternatives

Overall

Graphic-based representation

Figure 14. Down syndrome introduction progressed recall rate

In Down syndrome screening, graphic-based representation had higher progressed
recall rate in overall (Figure 15), especially in the types of direction and alternatives.
Most of the knowledge in Down syndrome screening were complex description,
process and comparative information, if we utilize design features properly to integrate
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and represent complex knowledge, it would lead to high learning effect.

Down syndrome screening progressed recall rate
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Explanation

Direction

Alert

Text-based representation

Alternatives

Overall

Graphic-based representation

Figure 15. Down syndrome screening progressed recall rate

In conclusion, text-based representation was appropriate for expressing simple
knowledge description; besides, graphic-based representation was appropriate for
expressing complex description, process and comparative information. In other words,
the learning effect of graphic-based representation was not one hundred percent higher
than text-based representation; it depended on the types of medical knowledge.
RQ2: Is graphic-based representation better than text-based representation for
online medical knowledge in terms of reading effectiveness?
In Down syndrome introduction, graphic-based representation had higher fixation
duration and fixation count (Figure 16). It meant that graphic-based representation in
Down syndrome introduction was incomprehensible to participants; the result was
consistent with the progressed recall rate of Down syndrome introduction.
.
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Eye tracking analysis

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Fixation duration average

Fixation count average

Text-based

Graphic-based

Figure 16. Eye tracking analysis in Down syndrome introduction

In Down syndrome screening, graphic-based representation had lower fixation duration
and fixation count (Figure 17). It meant that graphic-based representation in Down
syndrome screening was comprehensible to participants; the result was consistent with
the progressed recall rate of Down syndrome screening.

Eye tracjing analysis

500
400
300
200
100
0
Fixation duration average

Fixation count average

Text-based

Graphic-based

Figure 17. Eye tracking analysis in Down syndrome screening

Text-based representation had better effectiveness in representing simple medical
knowledge; besides, graphic-based representation had better effectiveness in
representing complex medical knowledge which included complex description, process
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and comparative information.
RQ3: Do people have more positive user perception on graphic-based
representation than text-based representation in online medical knowledge?
Participants thought graphic-based representation had longer recall period length, and
it was more comprehensible, learnable, and attractive except concentration at
representation questionnaire analysis. Therefore, we can conclude that graphic-based
representation was better than text-based representation in online medical knowledge
in participants’ opinion besides concentration, since various design features might lead
to distraction.
RQ4: Does the proposed website which is combined with graphic-based
representation and ontology-based architecture have better usability than the
general website with text-based representation?
Medical knowledge websites with graphic-based representation and ontology-based
architecture had higher score than text-based websites in the eight constructs of
usability test. The proposed website has better usability than the general one with textbased representation. Therefore, considering website architecture and content’s
representation into the website design are essential for a medical knowledge website.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1. SUMMARY
In the tradition of online medical knowledge, there are three main problems:


Knowledge include many medical terms and technical information required
reading skill level causes a comprehensive problem to general public.



Knowledge is text-based representation lead to hard reading.



Knowledge is ill-structured and complex leads to difficulty in realizing knowledge
structure, and also in searching information needed.

To solve these problems, this study provided a graphic-based representation for general
public to enhance comprehension; and also provided ontology-based architecture in
building medical website to ensure the knowledge is well-integrated and well-classified.
Next, in the evaluation of traditional text-based website and graphic-based website, this
study compared learning effect, reading effectiveness, positive user perception and
usability by analyzing recall rate, eye movement data and questionnaires.
In the result of our study indicated that text-based representation was appropriate for
expressing simple knowledge description; otherwise, graphic-based representation was
appropriate for expressing complex knowledge, especially the knowledge type of
direction and alternative such as complex process and comparative information due to
its higher recall rate, lower fixation count and fixation duration. Besides, participants
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thought that graphic-based website had higher positive user perception and better
usability.
In consequence, the results could be utilized in building comprehensive medical
websites. For example, the online medical knowledge provider can follow our graphicbased representation design guideline to design a comprehensible medical knowledge
based on its knowledge type, complexity and difficulty. As a result, we expected to
improve general publics’ comprehension of online medical knowledge, and the method
of expressing medical knowledge.

5.2. LIMITATIONS
In this study, online medical knowledge was hard to categorize; some of the knowledge
include over two type of medical knowledge. For this reason, we categorized the
medical knowledge by human judgments which focused on the main concept of the
knowledge. It was hard to define simple description and complex description; this study
categorized those descriptions by checking the description length, number of medical
terms and the relation between words by human judgments. Additionally, both the
graphic-based medical website and text-based medical website were mobile website;
the representation between normal websites and mobile website were very different due
to its screen size and sentence length. Finally, there were still many kinds of
representation we haven’t considered yet. It was important to keep researching to
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provide an appropriate and comprehensible representation for medical knowledge for
general public.

5.3. FUTURE RESEARCH
In order to build a user-centered online medical visualization, this study investigated
many kinds of medical knowledge representation, medical knowledge categorization
and ontology-based architecture of website. From the process of construction graphicbased medical representation, we learned that the most important parts were to
categorize the knowledge type, analyze descriptions and select the right design features.
For the reason, our future research will mainly focus on creating medical knowledge
categorization principle and description categorization principle to easily classify each
medical knowledge rather than by human judgements; furthermore, the presentations
nowadays include videos, text, graphics, audio, VR, and etc., we have to keep
researching what the best representation is for online medical knowledge. Finally, we
will try to expand our principles to other device or other domain in the future.
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APPENDIXES
Appendix A: Representation questionnaire
Questions
How’s the recall period length on this representation?
How’s the comprehension on this representation?
How’s the learnability on this representation?
How’s the concentration on this representation?
How’s the attraction on this representation?
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Appendix B: Usability questionnaire
Construct
Efficiency

Questions
I am able to efficiently complete my work using this website.
It is easy to find the information that I need.

Effectiveness

I find it easy to get this Web site to do what I want it to do.
The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks and
scenarios.

Satisfaction

I feel comfortable using this website.
This website has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to
have.

Accessibility

The text on the website is easy to read.
The website uses colors and structures that are easy on the eyes.

Navigation

I can easily navigate this site.
The navigation and labels on this web site were clear.

Content

The information provided at this site is sufficient.
The website adequately meets my information needs.

Interface/design The layout of pages made tasks easier.
The interface of this web site is pleasant.
Intention to use

I intend to use this website again.
I will reuse this website again.
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